CT images with body weight loading are desired for preoperative planning on TKA surgery. In our proposed method, we perform stress analysis by the finite element method (FEM) for bone mesh structure by generating from CT images, and we estimate an ideal standing position of the loaded state (referred to as deformed CT images of the ideal standing position). We also compare the deformed CT image with CR images, and evaluated the effectiveness in several ways.
Introduction
One problem associated with population aging is the rapid increase in the occurrence of knee joint diseases, treatment for which includes artificial knee joint replacement (total knee arthroplasty (TKA)) and osteotomy. Conventional preoperative planning uses inferior limb X-ray images (twodimensional computed radiography (CR) images) in the standing position (with body weight loading). Because inferior limb CR images acquired in the standing position provide the information required for preoperative planning, such as the loading stress experienced by the patient in everyday life, it is advantageous for estimating the corrected loading stress after artificial knee joint implant. It is difficult, however, to determine the precise placement of the artificial joint, since front-and side-view CR images are acquired separately. In comparison with CR images, Computerized tomography (CT) images provide precise and consistent information for each patient, but they are acquired in a lying position, and thus the resulting images do not provide a full account of body weight loading. Therefore, the CT image with body weight loading is desired for preoperative planning on TKA. In order to achieve such a CT image, we convert CT image to CT image of body weight loading by using stress analysis. The deformed CT image has the merits of both CR and CT images. In our approach, we generate iso-surfaces of bone from CT images, and convert them into a tetrahedral cell mesh. Next, we apply a stress analysis, which fix the heel positions and apply stress on the pelvis to deform the inferior limbs. In our experience, we utilize three commercial software products. Volume Extractor Ver.3.0 [1] is used for segmentation and reconstruction of the bone polygons, and FreeForm FFM Ver. 10 [2] for converting them into surface data, and CATIA Ver. 5.0 R20 [3] for generating the tetrahedral cell mesh and the stress analysis [4] . Finally, we compare the deformed CT image with CR images, and evaluated the effectiveness in several ways.
Data acquisition and mesh generation 2.1 Overview of Volume Extractor
Volume Extractor (VE) is a practical 3D image processing software product, which was researched and developed at Iwate Prefectural University, Japan. Generally, isographic data generated from medical images contains imperfections (infinitesimal holes, surface inversions, etc.) due to the presence of unnecessary shapes and noise, and it necessary to remove these imperfections in order to generate output using a 3D printer or a finite element method (FEM). Figure 1 shows an example of constructing a 3D image from multiple 2D images and the approximation of its surface using 3D polygons. The software is compatible with reading MR and CT medical images in the general DICOM image format. Furthermore, it is also compatible with image data in TIFF, BMP and RAW formats. In VE, it is possible to display multiple 3D images at the same time. For example, it is possible to display CT images which are used for observing the shape of bone alongside with MRI images which are used for observing cartilage and internal organs. Only the 3D image containing the part for extraction is cut (clipped) from the 3D image obtained by CT or MR imaging. Furthermore, by utilizing relevant editing techniques, any unnecessary areas or areas containing artifacts are removed from the clipped 3D image. The software supports cross-section, iso-surface, and volume rendering display methods, as well as any combination of the three.
Extraction and editing of the necessary parts
By using the classification segmentation function based on histograms, the brightness of all areas apart from those corresponding to the bone is set to a specific value (e.g., zero), thus leaving only the brightness values for the bone. The image filter of VE incorporates garbage removal and smoothing functions. In general, the boundary between the cartilage and the bone is not clear, and furthermore, it is necessary to remove the structures corresponding to muscle and tendon. For this purpose, the present function regards the surface of the bone as smooth and presents a clear image of the bone boundary. In case it is necessary to close the surface of the clipped image, by using relevant editing functions, the clipped surface is given the same brightness value as that of the extracted bone. If iso-surfaces are generated by applying the following process, the cross-section of the generated surfaces crosses the surface of the bone, thus forming a closed shape. The 3D shape is reconstructed by taking the brightness values representing the bone boundary as iso-surfaces. In case the amount of iso-surface data is too large, the 3D image data is compressed, and either iso-surfaces are generated or the generated iso-surfaces (polygon data) are deleted. Although the processing of compressed 3D image data is fast, the surface shape is broken. For this reason, it is possible to generate shapes with higher accuracy if the 3D image data is not compressed and the generated iso-surface data is processed with the polygon data removal algorithm [5] .
Generation of tetrahedral cell mesh for stress analysis
The generated iso-surfaces are subjected to minor adjustments by using the automatic removal function of the mesh editing function, the automatic rotation function, and the automatic group division function. In the case of human CT and MR images, infinitesimal gaps are generated due to noise or in the process of iso-surface generation. For this reason, it is necessary to examine the adjacent edges and automatically repair gaps with small areas. Furthermore, by subsequently using the information regarding the vectors normal to adjacent surfaces, automatic rotation is performed (correction of the inverted surface) in case there are contradictions in the direction of the surface. Finally, the entire iso-surface data is spatially divided into groups, and any small groups which are spatially disconnected are automatically removed from the groups attributing to the structure. The generated isosurfaces of bone structure parts are outputted in the external file in STL (Standard Triangulated Language) data format. Next, the STL data is converted into surface data by using FreeForm software product. Finally, the surface data is converted into tetrahedral cell mesh for stress analysis by using CATIA.
Analysis
Mechanical property values were input into the constructed finite element model (FEM). The boundary condition was applied, followed by the calculation of an analysis solver of CATIA Ver. 5 R20. Analysis type was linear elastic stress analysis, and 3D tetrahedron and penta hedron were employed. The hardware specification of our personal computer is DELL precision M6400 Intel Core2 Quad, 2.26GHz, 7.98GB RAM with Nvidia Quadro Fx 27000M graphics card. Figure 2 shows the generated mesh structures and the results of the analysis. The yellow arrows at the pelvis show the stress and the direction that the strength of body weight is applied, and the blue lines at knee show the fixed nodes. The gap between femur and tibia is connected interactively by using general analysis connection function that is supported by CATIA Ver.5.0. This function produces a joint relationship between femur and tibia parts virtually. Friction type was Coulomb friction, and the friction coefficient μ was set at 0.001.
Figure 2 Constraining and loading conditions
The blue lines at the knee part show the fixed nodes.
The yellow arrows show the stress and the direction.
Evaluation and Results
The CT images used in the evaluation were obtained from three healthy male subjects (aged 54, 66, and 69 years). The respective resolutions and the pixel pitch of the images for each subject are presented in Table 2 . Figure 3 shows an overall view of the FEM model. Each model of pelvis, femur, tibia, and heel was constructed. The number of element, nodal point, and tetrahedral cell are shown in Table 3 . The TE4 shows linear tetrahedral cell, and TE10 shows quadratic tetrahedral cell. Table 4 shows components and mechanical properties of the model. Figure 4 shows the displacement of simulation results for the stress analysis. A total of 11.76, 11.76, and 14.70 GPa of vertical loads to the occlusal plane was applied on the pelvis. The maximum displacement is 10.258 mm, and the maximum stress value is 2.224 N/m 2. The total time of generating each mesh was about 4 hour, and the computation time of the analysis was about twenty minutes. Evaluation of simulation results of stress analysis is carried out by comparing CR images of the standing position (front view, side view). To evaluate our approach, we acquire front-and side-view CR images (for left and right inferior limbs) and inferior limb CT images of 3 healthy participants. Figure 5 illustrates the positions for taking CR images (standing position) and CT images (lying position). Figure 6 shows the front view CR image of right leg, side view CR image of right leg, simulated Model of right leg, and front view CR image of left leg for B. Though our stress analysis consider bone structure only without regard to muscles, tendons, and so on, the deformed bone shapes fit on each CR image roughly. 
Conclusion
We have been investigating the influence of the body weight for the lie down lower-legs that have captured by CT image. The effect of the body weight was examined, and the availability of ideal standing position of lower-legs CT image was proposed in this study. We generated the 3D lower-legs shapes with an ideal standing position by using the mesh generation technique from CT image and the stress analysis by FEM. The conversion between 3D lower-legs shapes and the voxel model can be archived by the several voxel modering techniques [6, 7] . The deformed CT image has the merits of both CR and the original CT images. Therefore, the CT image with body weight loading is desired for preoperative planning on TKA. We have been developing pre-operative planning system for TKA and THA based on the deformed CT images. Our approach allows for precise preoperative planning for TKA [8, 9, 10] . It is very useful for determining the exact placement of an artificial knee joint. The exact placement will reduce the burden on doctors and patients, and it will decrease the number of X-ray images taken in which the patient assumes several different positions. We have also presented the mesh generation techniques using VE Ver. 3.0, with detailed explanation of the concept and the operation of the shape reconstruction functions. The 3D models prepared with the aid of VE can be utilized in many fields of medicine and engineering [11] . For example, shape models containing internal organs, bones, and blood vessels can be used for preoperative planning, operation simulations, medical education, using virtual reality (VR) to obtain informed consent from patients, and so on.
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